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Solar Array and Charging Station Celebration
Welcome
John M. Dunn
April 20, 2012
• Good morning. Welcome to all of you. For those of you who are wondering about
the weather and how appropriate a day this might be to focus on electricity generated
by the sun, rest assured. This was carefully calculated to show our commitment. At
Western Michigan University, we are NOT "fair weather sustainability advocates."
• I'd like to start by acknowledging some people who are here today.
Mary Judnich (JUHD nitch) is joining us from Sen. Debbie Stabenow's office. Sen.
Stabenow was not able to be with us today, but she's been a faithful supporter of our
electric vehicle efforts in the past and was a key proponent of the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act that made possible our partnership with and funding
from the Clean Energy Coalition.
• I also want to acknowledge and thank all of our supporters from the business
community and from advocacy groups around the state. Your presence here today
and your work and counsel in the past have played a significant role in making today
possible.
• We're joined today by our special guests--a team from the Clean Energy Coalition.
In a few moments, you'll hear from CEC Executive Director Sean Reed. The Clean
Energy Coalition has been a wonderful partner in this effort, providing $700,000 to
make possible the purchase and installation of this solar array and the 15 charging
stations we're dedicating today. The funds also allowed us to purchase five all
electric vehicles--the Ford Transit Connects here today as well as two hybrid
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vehicles, including a remarkable lift truck capable of lifting without the engine
running.
• All of this allows Western Michigan University to provide electric vehicle owners
with a place to charge their vehicles and a highly visible reminder of the connection
between the electricity being used and power collected by these solar panels. This
array, these 15 charging stations and these electric vehicles means our campus has
what we believe to be the most extensive electric vehicle infrastructure of any
campus in the nation.
• But this installation and the vehicles that are part of this grant represent so much
more.
-They are a showcase for Michigan-made technology.
-They represent Michigan jobs--Michigan workers manufactured and installed
much of this technology.
And this technology represents research--research that brought us to this point
and research that will push the envelope as this technology matures and
becomes more widespread.
• Western Michigan University is the perfect spot for a showcase installation like
this because our focus is on the future and on the kind of research that we're
celebrating today. Let me give you just one example. On our engineering campus,
we have a Center for Advanced Vehicle Design and Simulation. In that center is a
research lab supported by the Eaton Corp. that is focused on hybrid electric drive
systems and batteries for electric vehicles. Such Eaton technology is found in the
five Transit Connect service vehicles we're showcasing today.
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• Michigan research, Michigan Technology, Michigan jobs and Michigan's future.
That's what today is about. Thank you all for your support and for helping us
celebrate this step in creating the infrastructure to carry this technology forward. Fair
weather or foul--we're in this for the long term.
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